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About This Game

Reality Incognita is a first person adventure game, done in a style of old adventure games: with static screens and basic
animation, it has both horror and comedy elements, 5d3b920ae0
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An interview with me is now on NeoCrisis! : I have given an interview on a website called NeoCrisis.. The alpha early access is
planned to be released in two weeks! : Hello my fellow followers! The alpha is almost done, and if everything proceeds as
planned, I hope to release it within two weeks! I want to remind you, to avoid possible accusations in the future, that this is still
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an alpha, and while it does have more content then a demo, it is still only a small part of the full game. In comparison to an
alpha, the next version will have one more story arc, once again not connected to two story arcs from the demo. It will cover five
brand new game rooms, located on the still unexplored part of the ship.. Reality Incognita Beta is at final testing stage : News
about Reality incognita! Hello all those who follow me, who played Alpha, and who wishlisted my game! I finally transfered all
the content and the engine to Unity. A professional beta tester is now checking Beta build for possible bugs. And my artist is
now making last remaining cutscenes. So, I will dare to say, that the Beta is almost ready! It will still not have all game content,
but it has way much more then Alpha, about a half of a full game. It is no longer divided to non-connected chapters, but plays as
an adventure game should play, from the beginning to it's end.. Some update information : Everything is going smooth with the
development of the final version. I am writing the code, and other members of the team make visual assets. I have some good
news: in the end, I will make last chapter have TWO possible storylines, so you'll have to play it twice, to see the whole content.
As it's a tradition in similar cases, one ending will be shorter and less satisfying, while another will be much more interesting..
Reality Incognita will be converted to Unity : Hello to all my followers, For a specific reason, I have no choice, but to fully
convert to Unity. Even now, I and my freelancers are transferring all materials to new engine. The bad side of this, that the beta,
and final version will be released later than I would expect. The good side - unlike generic Visual Studio, Unity allows to run
games on all systems, not only Windows, including Mac, Linux and even Android. Again, full conversion will take some time,
hopefully not very long. I apologize for that, and will do my best to do everything as fast as I can.. Early Access: Reality
Incognita Alpha is released! : The time has come, Reality Incognita Early Access is finally here!. Patch 0.9.1.6 is bringing you
Russian voiceovers at last! : Hello to all our fellow followers and customers! We are happy to say, that we finally deployed a
large patch, with Russian voiceovers. We also now added achievements, both returned old ones, and added new. And even fixed
a few bugs we missed earlier: 1) In the very beginning: two hibernation pods that started closed, now start open. 2) In the very
end, final videos couldn't be skipped, now they can. 3) Ending scene was earlier getting stuck, now a proper Beta ending window
appears. 4) Many errors in Russian translation also were fixed. Yes, there might be more bugs or text errors, so please notify us
if you have something wrong. But the most important part - creating Russian voiceovers is now done, and we will now
concentrate of final version with full content starting from tomorrow.
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